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Introduction
Everyday discussions among citizens in public for a like the online commentary pages of mass
media are, of course, massively littered by speech-acts that more or less blatantly violate the
norms that give life to democratic institutions and a democratic public life. These violations,
as our review will highlight it, are neither inconsequential for the development of relevant
social and political relations, attitudes and behaviours nor immune to the presence of norms.
Norm violations occur out of the momentary balance of many contradictory impulses and rarely
signal that the violator does not at all share the violated norms. The environment in which these
everyday discussions take place is, of course, always full of more or less subtle reminders to
the norms that are meant to be upheld during these discussions. In the case of online comments,
the media content that prompts the comments itself, the moderated or unmoderated content of
prior comments, the layout and content of the page where commenting occurs, and so
forth contain many clues to such norms that may shape the comments that are made – and
through that, the commenters’ minds themselves.
Furthermore, pluralism also shifted from “old” to “new”, that is characterized by deep divisions
on a number of overlapping dimensions: cultural, social, epistemic – just to name a few. As a
result, the concept of toleration also shifted from toleration of views to toleration of structures
for communication. In this sense, toleration can be considered as a minimum discursive
openness. Deliberative toleration in the weak sense would mean that others’ reason should be
included for consideration no matter whether they are public or not. In the strong sense it means
that all have a democratic entitlement to contribute to the definition of society, therefore their
perspectives that inform their reasons must be recognized.

A theoretical framework for deliberative speech
Much of the research on the quality of the online interactions relies on the conceptual
framework of deliberative democratic theory (Dahlberg, 2001; Dewey, 1927/1954; Dryzek,
1990, 2002; Fishkin & Luskin, 2005; Habermas, 1962/1989, 1984, 1987, 1992/1996a, 2006).
Deliberative democracy is a rather recent theoretical model, the term being coined in the last
three decades (Held, 2006). It implies that political decisions are legitimate only in so far as
they are products of opinion and will formation (Habermas, 2006). Deliberative thinking
(Arendt, 1958/1998; Dewey, 1927/1954; Fishkin, 1991; Habermas, 1962/1989, 1984, 1987,
1992/1996a, 2006) can be perceived as a reaction to more elitist accounts of democracy,
derived from liberal-democratic theory (Lippmann, 1922; Weber, 1946; Schumpeter, 1950).
Deliberative democratic theory emphasizes on a rationalist discursive dimension. Political
participation in the deliberative model is equivalent to “discursive will formation” (Benhabib,
1996, p. 86) through the “public use of reason” (Habermas, 1962/1989).
A deliberative public sphere is based on a set of preconditions (Benhabib, 1992/1996; Ferree,
Gamson, Gerhards & Rucht, 2002; Maia, 2007). First, it must ensure equal opportunities for
participation and popular inclusion in the decision-making process (Dewey, 1927/1954; Ferree,
Gamson, Gerhards & Rucht, 2002; Habermas, 1962/1989, 1992/1996a, 1992/1996b, 2006a;
Held, 2006). Actors from the periphery of the political system should provide an input to the
center of political power (Habermas, 1992/1996a), because they know best “where the shoe
pinches” (Dewey, 1927/1954). The second condition is that of deliberativeness (Ferree et al.,
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2002). According to Habermas (1962/1989, 1981/1984, 1981/1987), deliberation in the public
sphere must follow the norms of communicative action: participants should engage in the
exchange of rational arguments, should recognize each other as legitimate speakers making
valid claims and should weigh, impartially, each other’s arguments, reaching an agreement
based on the best reasons brought in the debate.
Habermas’ (1962/1989) deliberative account of the public sphere is based on the idea that,
through rational-critical debate, individuals can reach consensus, acting in accordance with an
alleged common interest. Like Arendt (1958/1998, 1982/1992) and, to a lesser extent, Dewey
(1927/1954), Habermas derives his conception of the common good both from a Rousseauian
(1762/1999) and from a Kantian tradition of “sensus communis” (Arendt, 1982/1992),
implying the transcendence of private interests, rather than merely an aggregate of individual
preferences. All three authors insist that only through deliberation can individuals identify the
common good, through impartiality and rational debate. In line with Habermas, Arendt
(1982/1992) argues that individuals can transcend their self-interest and their subjective
limitations or stereotypes and therefore reach a common interest by taking into account the
plurality of perspectives. She defines this using Kant’s concept of “enlarged mentality”, which
means adopting a general, impartial viewpoint, a process of representing others’ opinions in
your own mind.
According to the pioneers of deliberative thinking (Dewey, 1927/1954; Habermas, 1962/1989,
1981/1987), the aim of deliberation in the public sphere is reaching consensus. However, others
argue that consensus is not necessarily a goal per se, and that contestation can be more valuable
in shaping an inclusive deliberative public sphere. In this line of thinking, the public sphere is
perceived as a site of problematization and contestation, rather than as a deweyan or
habermasian consensual forum. Consensus is not mandatory, and often not even possible
(Keane, 1995; McCarthy, 1992/1996), and contestation or disagreement are unavoidable in a
pluralistic society. Following Arendt’s work (1958/1998), a relative consensus emerged among
more recent scholars that contestation, heterogeneity and plurality are not only unavoidable,
but even desirable in a democratic public sphere (Balsem, 2007; Fraser, 2007; Keane, 1995;
Koçan, 2008; McCarthy, 1992/1996; Mouffe, 1993, 2000; Negt & Kluge, 1972/1993; Risse,
2010; Rogers, 2010a, 2010b; Shalin, 1992; Villa, 1992; Whipple, 2005).
Most empirical research on deliberative democratic discourse is rooted in these Habermasian
normative principles. Accordingly, the most often used indicators in research studies focus on
the equality of participation, the rational-critical debate, and mutual respect. However, these
indicators are operationalized somewhat differently among scholars, depending on their focus
and field of research.

Measures of deliberative speech
Most measures of deliberative democratic discourse are rooted in Habermas’ theory of
communicative action. Nevertheless, due to the different features of online communication,
these measures elaborate on certain indicators (like the ones regarding Justification
rationality, Respect, Agreement and Interactivity), while dropping others: Equality,
Common good orientation and Constructive politics, as these are difficult to operationalize
for the online domain.
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There seems to be a consensus in the literature around a set of attributes/dimensions of
deliberative discussions that revolve around the rationality, interactivity, and civility of the
online commentary:
-

Rationality: Reason-based content / Provision of arguments (Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014;
Fishkin & Luskin, 2005; Strandberg & Berg, 2013).

-

Interactivity: Engagement / Reciprocity (Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014; Dahlberg, 2001;
Fishkin & Luskin, 2005; Strandberg & Berg, 2013.

-

Civility: respect, willingness to listen to and understand other’s point of view (Coe, Kenski
& Rains, 2014; Dahlberg, 2001; Fishkin & Luskin, 2005; Strandberg & Berg, 2013).

Rationality

Interactivity

Civility

Fig. 1. Dimensions of deliberative discussion
However, these are often operationalized differently by different scholars. Based on these
operationalizations, one can code online comments into different sub-categories.
1) Rationality
While scholars (Bächtiger et al., 2009b; Bächtiger, Spörndli & Steiner, 2002; Lord & Tamvaki,
2011; Steenbergen et al., 2003) have resumed the rational-critical dimension of discourse to
different forms of justification, others have devised more complex operationalization. For
these scholars (Graham & Witschge, 2003; Strandberg & Berg, 2013), rational-critical debate
combines both the nature of justification, and the type of reasoning, meaning the arguments
that a commenter raises in his/her comment. These scholars (Graham & Witschge, 2003;
Strandberg & Berg, 2013) identify the following sub-categories of rational/reasoned
comments:
 Rational-Affirmation: the reasoned/justified affirmation brought in support of another
user’s/author’s claim.
 Counter-argument: An argument or set of reasons which responds to an initial rationalaffirmation or argument by proposing an alternative claim.
 Rebuttal: the act of answering one’s counter-argument, defending the initial rationalaffirmation or argument in a reasoned/justified manner.
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 Refute: the reasoned/justified response to a rebuttal.
Opposed to rational commentary, unreasoned, non-reason or unjustified, non-justified
commentary would stand for all comments without giving a reason.
Strandberg and Berg (2013) propose another conceptualization for measuring the
rationality of online comments focusing on the validation of the argument. Accordingly, they
distinguish between external and internal validation, where external validation stands for
arguments that are based on external sources, such as facts and figures, statistics etc.; and
internal validation means the arguments raised are based on the user’s own viewpoints, norms
and values, which are made explicit in the comment. In a similar manner, other scholars try to
capture the level of supporting evidence (Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014; Graham & Witschge,
2003; Strandberg & Berg, 2013), where they distinguish low and high levels based on whether
the commentary contains any of the following:
 factual evidence/information in support of the claim (including references to different
sources – links, citations etc.)
 use of analogies/comparisons and examples
 anecdotes (reality based, hypothetical, not personal experiences)
 appeal to own or other’s experience
2) Interactivity
Strandberg and Berg (2013) try to measure the reciprocity between commenters, devising four
different variables for the measurement of the online interaction:
•
the direction of the comment (whether the comment is written in reply to the newspaper,
the journalist, the article, or other comments);
•
agreement: whether the comment is in agreement – it explicitly signals support by such
phrases as ‘I agree’, ‘Correct’, ‘That’s right’ etc.;
•
disagreement: explicit or implicit signal of an opposition with the use of phrases such
as “I sort of disagree,” “I’m not sure about that” “That’s not right.”, or phrases that have some
“but” statement meant as a refutation of a previous comment;
•
Type of reciprocity: the authors distinguish between Persuasion, Progress and
Radicalization.
Similarly, Coe, Kenski, and Rains (2014) conceptualize the interaction between commenters
in regards to the agreement or disagreement between them - 'Reader Approval' - but the
measure it only with the help of thumbs up/ thumbs down. They also consider 'Engagement',
which they define as act of replying to one's comment, namely the "use of the text box feature
in one’s comment. This feature indicates to all discussion participants that a commenter is
directly replying to another discussion participant’s message and, in most cases, includes a
direct quotation from the other participant’s message" (Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014, 667). They
also introduce a variable designed to measure whether users comment about the discussion
itself or not, which they call ‘metatalk’. Though they conceptualize all these three variables as
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measures of Incivility, we would argue that they are more suitable to measure the interactivity
dimension of the commentary.
3. Incivility
The empirical literature in this field offers different operationalizations of uncivility, that only
partly overlap, and which will further be presented. We were able to identify in the literature
and in our preliminary analysis of a test-sample of comments a series of categories of discursive
incivility which we have grouped in five clusters that will also guide our content analysis, as
shown in the Codebook. These are:
o

Anti-deliberation

o

Stereotypes

o

Typical forms of prejudice expression

o

Type of right violation

o

Degree of exclusion/Violence

Scholars of modern social movements suggest that digital media produce more egalitarian
forms of action, broadening political participation that in turn should create a more egalitarian
platform where everyone’s voice could be heard. It remains a question whether new
technologies can replace traditional organizational functions and erode social distinctions
among participants as evidence seems to be contradictory. Our study investigates exactly
whether online commentaries do contribute to the Habermasian ideals: the equality of
participation, the rational-critical debate, and mutual respect.
As such, the main dimension of online comments that we are interested in is whether comments
are civil or uncivil, do they violate principles of participation, debate, and mutual respect. Our
first measure of uncivil talk is in fact a measure of how much online comments can be
categorized as being anti-deliberation. We also focus on the stereotypes mentioned in the
commentaries, understood as being both positive and negative, as well as neutral – standing for
statements with just a cognitive component but without associated affect.
Next, we capture typical forms of prejudice expressions, as a measure of prejudice understood
as “that state of mind, feeling or behaviour that involves some disparagement of others on
account of the group they belong to.” As argued above, prejudice has three components: the
cognitive is a group stereotype, as opposed to an individual stereotype); the affective is a
like/dislike; and the behavioral component can range from “anti-locution” (Allport called it
this way and included “malicious gossip”, “verbal putdowns”, “nasty jokes”); via avoidance
and discrimination to physical attacks and extermination.
Based upon acts of discrimination, we capture the type of rights violation the commentary
contains, whether it concerns basic rights or whether it questions the human worth, morality,
or dignity of others. This is strongly related to our last measure that stands for the degree of
exclusion that can range from threats of violence to that of expulsion (from the group /
community or from the country) to those of extermination, murder, rape, torture, etc.
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Anti-deliberation
This measure can be conceived as a form of negative interactivity that tries to capture
commentaries that try to end the discussion by appealing phrases such as ‘shut up’, ‘mind your
own business’, or ‘shame on you for saying that’ (Cardona, 2014). Another form through which
one can stop deliberation is by making claims of exclusive knowledge translated into phrases
such as ‘I know best’, ‘Trust me, I know better’. Anti-deliberation can also be understood as
ignoring the other, or not addressing the other, claims of exclusive right to judge (e.g. on the
basis of group membership) by ego (denies the same right to other). This can also be in the
form of claims of exclusive sincerity for the self – as this would stand for the belief that one
can dismiss other’s statements by saying the other cannot know, judge, or saying that he could
know and could judge but as it happens he is misrepresenting his true views so we cannot take
into account what he is saying. These types of anti-deliberation acts can manifest themselves
in phrases/action such as calling someone a troll, a provocateur, accusing him/her of
mindgames, etc. (Janto-Petnehazi, 2012).
Other manifestation of anti-deliberation acts are utterings of disrespect for other (implicit or
explicit – what matters is the active questioning of other’s goodwill, morality, intelligence,
equal standing though in a milder form than in vulgarity/obscenity; e.g. interrupting someone
while talking with the implication that other’s words are not worth listening to at this point or
not using appropriate politeness). Last but not least we account for vulgarity, sexually oriented
language, language that contains profanity, including swearing, cursing, and that is considered
inappropriate, but non-violent and not based on group appurtenance; as well as for insults and
name-calling, understood as a strong symbolic attack claiming lower status for other than self
with a hint at the possibility of exclusion from the conversation on account of inferiority a
threat of actual exclusion/banning from the conversation, e.g. an insult, name calling, swearing
at a “son of a bitch”, “drugie”, “idiot”; “shut up”; (Cardona, 2014; Coe, Kenski & Rains, 2014;
Janto-Petnehazi, 2012).
Stereotypes
We shall try to capture stereotypes based on what automatic labeling we find in commentaries,
keeping in mind these can be negative, positive, or neutral. Both the literature and our
preliminary analysis point out that a distinction should be made between negative or positive
stereotyping and a tendency of automatic labelling, heuristics with more or less good evidential
basis, in cases for example when someone points out the ethnicity of an individual or group but
without a clear connotation.
Other scholars also consider the use of stereotypes as a measure of incivility. Cardona (2014)
looks phrases associating a person with a group using labels with a negative connotation, like:
“illegals,” “bible thumpers,” and “potheads.” Similarly, ; Strandberg and Berg (2013) search
for stereotype assignments in online comments, which they define as associating a person with
a group by using labels, whether those are mild – ‘liberal’, or more offensive – ‘faggot’.
Janto-Petnehazi (2012) devises the category Stereotypes/Generalization/Prejudice, defined as:
“Comments arguing that just by being member of group B or all the members of group B have
certain negative characteristics/behaviors, that are despicable, or anti-social and would justify
their discrimination, certain actions against them or invalidate their claims for certain rights or
for equal treatment. Examples of such comments would be "We should be suspicious of group
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B because it consists of separatists who want to dismember the country." "All of group B are
criminals." "All members of group B hate/despise us." "Members of group B are incapable of
living in our country/society." "People of group B are immoral who will corrupt our (A) youth".
"Group B has some despicable customs/traditions that threaten our society". "Group B is not
to be trusted because of characteristic X.", "Group B are thieves so they should be sterilized",
“B-s are terrorists.”
Prejudiced expressions
Our aim is to capture as much of the traditional types of prejudice expressions as possible based
on preliminary and non-exhaustive list of categories identified and operationalized by JantoPetnehazi, 2012, pp. 76-78):
•
Superiority/Inferiority/Normality – Comments that claim that group A or (people
belonging
to
group
A)
is
superior
according
to
some
criteria
(ethnicity/language/race/religion/sexual orientation/gender) to group B, or that the group A is
what is considered to be normal, thus superior. Also including comments that argue that group
B or persons belonging to group B have no rights, or some of their rights should be limited due
to their inferiority. Comments that claim that the inferior group should submit to the will/adopt
some of the characteristics (language/religion/sexual orientation) of the superior group due to
its superiority. Comments that argue for the preferential treatment of the superior group;
•
Dehumanization/denial of humanity– Comments that compare or call the members of
a group to animals/pests, similar to animals/pests or something sub-human
•
Comments on history/historical injustices/disgrace for a country/etc as
invocation/acknowledgement/expression of symbolic group conflicts. Comments that
disqualify the claims for rights or justify the discrimination or mistreatment of people
belonging to group B, based on acts or injustices allegedly done by members of that group to
group A along the history. Comments that call for actions against a minority based on historical
arguments
Scapegoating (Glick, 2005) defined as “an extreme form of prejudice in which an
outgroup is unfairly blamed for having intentionally caused an ingroup's misfortunes”
Group resentment, understood as an instrumental mobilization for group conflict actual assertion of group inequalities / Resentment e.g. measures of whether there is a sense
that the other group is not trying hard enough/is responsible for their own disadvantages/is
getting too much / is favoured.
Expression of fear of other, attribution to other of a threat against the self (can be further
disaggregated by nature of fear/threat:
instrumental/expressive, tangible/symbolic,
recent/historical).
Motivation of prejudice: cognitive – maybe symbolic though, if one uses factual
examples, historical (mis)interpretations, economic data, immigration; emotional – such as
anger; attitudinal – such as arguments that the other cannot be trusted; or conformism – this is
how things are normal/should be in our culture.
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Types of rights violation
We aim to identify commentaries that restrict or limit recognition of others, and call for denial
of basic, civil, or welfare rights for others. These could also take the form of normative
assertions of groups inequalities or the more specific denials of human worth or morality,
questioning intelligence, etc. that could also be accompanied by claims for rights only for the
self. These categories have been identified and operationalized by Janto-Petnehazi, (2012, pp.
76-78).

Previous studies on anti-democratic and intolerant discourse in Romanian
online media
There is still a rather large gap in what concerns available empirical studies conducted on
Romanian online commentary regarding anti-democratic and intolerant discourse, despite the
fact that, as the existing analyses show, intolerant discourse is abundant in the Romanian virtual
public sphere.
One of the few available comprehensive research is Janto-Petnehazi’s MA thesis, titled ‘User
generated hate speech: analysis, lessons learnt, and policy implications: the case of Romania’
(2012), which is a descriptive study of the spread of hate speech in users’ commentary in online
newspapers. Janto-Petnehazi’s study consists in a content analysis of articles, comments and
site usage policies of five Romanian news sites during March 2011 - April 2012. The content
analysis was conducted on a sample of 6081 comments to 83 articles regarding minorities from
the five news sites; an additional filtering criterion was the selection of only the articles with
at least 20 comments and 500 views. The newspapers were selected based on the traffic data
provided by the Romanian Bureau of Circulation Audit (BRAT), comprising the national daily
newspapers considered ‘quality’ with relevant user participation and circulation: Adevărul,
Evenimentul Zilei, Gândul, România Liberă, Hotnews.
Janto-Petnehazi (2012) elaborated a complex codebook based on the existing Romanian
legislation, the Terms of Service (TOS) of the five websites in the sample, the encyclopedia
definition of hate speech, and the observation of dominant themes in the comments. The coding
of comments was done manually. The empirical results showed that, despite the legislation,
TOS, and the fact that the sample consisted in so-called quality newspapers, not tabloids, the
proportion of hate comments was significantly high, hate speech being detected in more than
1 in 3 comments. However, there is some variation among the five websites. Most of the
hateful, insulting or threatening comments were found on Gandul.info, where anti-democratic
and intolerant speech was found in almost half of the user contributions.
With regards to the other media outlets, the finding show that EVZ.ro has the most insults and
profanity in the non-hate category (4.64%), while in Adevarul, despite the fact that almost 1 in
3 comments shows signs of moderation, 3.44% of comments call for the extermination, murder
or rape of persons belonging to the target groups. Hotnews.ro stands out for being the website
with the highest proportion of legit comments - 10% higher than the other sites, which is
supposedly achieved due to a dual moderation system of manual pre-moderation and
community moderation in the form of voting.
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Among the most frequent forms of hate speech encountered by Janto-Petnehazi (2012) we find:
Insults (18.08%), Stereotypes/Generalization/Prejudice (8.53%), accusations of
Conspiracy/Foreign interests /Enemies /Threat (6.49%), manifestations of Exclusion/This is
our country (5.57%), and calls for Extermination/ Murder/ Rape (4.01%).

Fig. 2. Proportion of ‘hate’ comments on the five sites
Source: Janto-Petnehazi (2012), p. 51
A similar research (Peltonen, 2010) analyzed hate discourse against the Roma minority in the
online commentary of three Romanian newspapers’ electronic versions: Adevărul,
Evenimentul Zilei and Jurnalul Naţional, from January the 1st until June the 30th 2009. The
research sample consisted in 680 comments (out of which 52 were included in the study) from
27 articles that referred to the Roma minority, articles that covered three heated discussions:
the Romanian Roma abroad, Roma engaging in criminal activity, and the dispute over what the
Roma community should be called in Romanian. Unlike Janto-Petnehazi (2012), who used a
traditional, quantitative content analysis approach, Peltonen’s analysis (2010) was based on an
ethnographic approach and was guided by a qualitative critical discourse analysis framework
(CDA).
Despite the different research approach, Peltonen (2010) reaches similar conclusions to those
of Janto-Petnehazi. He finds that the online commentary section of these newspapers are “hate
speech incubators”, where strong anti-Roma sentiments are expressed, especially in comments
written for articles that frame the Roma minority in a negative way, such as those presenting
crimes committed by the Roma. Romanian commenters seem to advance the concept of “The
Gipsy problem”, for which they propose two alternative solutions. One is linguistic, namely
changing the official Romanian designation of the Roma from romi (Roma) to ţigani (gipsies),
in order to induce a clear separation from Romanians – român. The other strategy is much more
extremist – ‘final solutions’, commenters proposing violent measures of exclusion (‘send them
back to India’) or even extermination (‘turning the Roma into soap or pet food’), which clearly
10

remind of the horrors inflicted upon the Jewish and Roma minorities in the Nazi concentration
camps.
The symbolic associations with the Nazi intentions of race purification also transpired in the
Romanian comments in the valenced framing that contrasts the perception of Roma as
“diabolic,” “dirty,” “uneducated” and “criminal” with that of the “good,” “clean,” “educated”
and “honest” Romanians. Peltonen (2010, p. 101) concludes that “it is the Roma who are
considered “dirty” and “inappropriate elements” who rule out the fruition of the Romania of
amazing beauty, Nadia Comăneci and Mihai Eminescu”, which for some commenters seems
reason enough to justify their extremely intolerant position towards this minority. The study
concludes that hate speech against the Roma in the Romanian online comments ranges from
extremely vulgar and insulting language to torturous and inhuman proposals of extermination,
while moderation procedures were absent at the level of 2009 on the websites analyzed.
Another important study of hate speech in Romania was done under the “NO HATE
Campaign” financed by EEA Grants, but it does not cover specifically the online content. The
“Hate Speech in Romania” study (Bădescu & Angi, 2014) is an analysis of secondary data
(academic literature, research reports, national and international analyses, legislative
documents, press coverage) and it aims to map the state of the hate speech phenomenon in
Romania from a multidimensional perspective: sociologically, historically, legally and
institutionally. The study identifies as main targets of hate speech in Romania: the Roma
minority, the Jewish minority, the Hungarian minority, sexual minorities (LGBT), as well as
religious versus non-religious groups, while the main and most visible sources of hate speech
are journalists, politicians and opinion leaders, as well as public authorities, law enforcement
structures and extreme right groups.
The study also makes observations regarding the propagation of hate speech in the Romanian
online environment, identifying as main targets the Roma minority, the Jewish minority and
the Hungarian minority. It reveals that mainstream media frames the Roma minority as a
criminals, who can be held responsible for undermining Romania’s integration in the EU. To
this framing, the local media adds another one: that of presenting the educational, social and
medical assistance programs as opportunities that the Roma community refuses or exploits.
Furthermore, the study reveals that the media also use images to negatively frame the Roma
population, images that are in dissonance with the message of the article and that reproduce
negative stereotypes about this ethnic minority.

Measurement of ADID in online comments in studies employing automatic text
analysis
Recent studies of online comments and incivility are increasingly employing automatic text
analysis. A brief overview of these studies shows how scholars chose to operationalize and
measure concepts similar to the ones employed in our research.
Some of the research on online comments tries to measure comment quality, using different
operationalizations. Schuth, Marx and de Rijke (2007) measure quality in terms of the number
of sentences and their length per comment. More recent approaches (Cheng, Danescu11

Niculescu-Mizil & Leskovec, 2015) use supervised learning to assess quality, employing
Mechanical Turk coders to evaluate the appropriateness of a post given the general moderation
guidelines, identifying disrespectfulness, discrimination, insults, profanity, or spam. Other
approach is to measure comment quality by analysing the ratings received (up-votes) by each
comment (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil & Leskovec, 2014). These scholars analysed how
quality is influenced by community ratings and found that the users who were ‘punished’
through bad feedback actually got worse, not better, after receiving a negative evaluation. The
same conclusion was drawn in another recent study, which shows that positive feedback does
not increase quality, and no feedback makes users leave the comment section (Cheng, DanescuNiculescu-Mizil & Leskovec, 2015).
Other studies have taken a different approach to comment ratings. Some scholars have analysed
ratings in relation to voting behaviour, and found that users adopt a Tit-for-Tat strategy (Cheng,
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Leskovec, 2014). Ratings have also been used to classify yet unrated
comments, therefore to predict future comment ratings on Youtube (Siersdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl
& San Pedro, 2010). Comment ratings also helped to study polarizing content (i.e. article text,
topics), defined as content that is “likely to trigger diverse opinion and sentiment” (Siersdorfer,
Chelaru, Nejdl & San Pedro, 2010). Research (Anderson, Brossard, Scheufele, Xenos &
Ladwig, 2014) has shown that incivility in comments polarizes users’ perceptions of risks (in
certain conditions: support for the respective topic, religiosity), and that polarizing content (i.e.
politics videos) is likely to generate more diverse ratings (Siersdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl & San
Pedro, 2010).
Other scholars (Diakopoulos & Naaman, 2011) found that the frequency with which a user
comments can be as a useful measure/predictor of comment quality: users commenting more
than 10 times a month were more often blocked in moderation, and posted more negative
comments than users who commented less often. Similarly, Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
and Leskovec (2015) tested both quality over time and comment readibility for the users that
got banned and also found out that both the quality and the readibility of their comments
decreased over time, but, as they note, this seems to be a side-effect of community intolerance.
Other studies (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil & Leskovec, 2015; Diakopoulos, 2015; Sood,
Churchill & Antin, 2012), focus on measuring the relevance of the comments or forum posts
(Wanas, El-Saban, Ashour, & Ammar, 2008), the extent to which they are on topic or off-topic.
They distinguish between two types of comment relevance: in regard to the article (‘Article
relevance’), or to the comments thread (‘Article relevance’), usually measured through cosine
similarity of texts (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil & Leskovec, 2015; Diakopoulos, 2015;
Sood, Churchill & Antin, 2012). This approach has some important practical benefits, as
authors themselves point out (Diakopoulos, 2015): it can make it easier for editors or journalists
to identify and promote quality comments, and to filter out low relevance (off-topic) comments
(might be predictor for moderation need).
Wanas et al. (2008) bring a different perspective, using the lack of similarity between forum
posts as a measure of originality. However, the difference between these conceptualizations
and operationalizations (similarity versus lack of similarity) could also be given and justified
by the specificities of the communication channels analysed: forums versus online sections on
news portals.
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Other scholars, when measuring comment relevance, add to the similarity metrics a tfidf
weighing measurement (Sood, Churchill & Antin, 2012). They consider the importance of
words to be inversely proportional to their frequence in the document, therefore measuring the
similarity between the most important words in comments versus those in the news article. The
approach resembles that of Diakopoulos (2015), the difference being that between measuring
overall similarity to the article, on the one hand, and similarity to most important terms in the
article, on the other.
Comment relevance has gained attention due to its capacity to predict the probability of a
comment to be moderated, and the depth of moderation needed how much of it was moderated.
As the research shows, relevant comments are also the ones selected by the editors, and are less
likely to be moderated, having a higher quality (Diakopoulos, 2015).
Other authors showed that time of posting can be a good predictor for moderation: early
comments were shown to be more probably moderated, which can also mean that later ones
might be overlooked by moderators (Lampe & Resnick, 2004). On the other hand, Diakopoulos
(2015) found that comments posted later on in the thread tend to be less relevant (correlates
both with article relevance and with editor’s picks). Other studies have focused on the
sentiment pattern in news comments in relation to their position in the thread, and found out
that the first comments tend to be more positive, while later ones are more negative
(Diakopoulos & Naaman, 2011; Sood et al., 2012)
The length of the comment seems to also matter, longer comments being more likely moderated
than shorter ones (Lampe & Resnick, 2004). As one would intuitively expect, the anonymity
of users also matters: the more anonymous the user, the more probable the moderation (Lampe
& Resnick, 2004).
A different approach to relevance is brought by studies identifying the terms that discriminate
between texts (Chelaru, Altingövde, Siersdorfer & Nejdl, 2013; Siersdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl &
San Pedro, 2010; Yang & Pedersen, 1998). Different techniques have been shown to work well
for identifying discriminative terms: DF (doc frequency) favours common/frequent words,
CHI square (Evans, McIntosh, Lin & Cates, 2007) performs very well in text classification
with kNN or linear regression (Yang & Pedersen, 1998). On the other hand, Mutual information
(MI) favours rare words and performs rather poorly in text classification with kNN or linear
regression (Yang & Pedersen, 1998). Other scholars have used regression models to predict
what moderation, and found as predictors the length of the comment, the anonymity of the user,
the position in the thread (Lampe & Resnick, 2004).
Analyses of incivility in online comments are increasingly using supervised and unsupervised
machine learning to classify comments. Sood et. al. (2012) used Mechanical Turk coders to
code 6500 comments from news articles (politics, entertainment, etc). Among their finding was
that labelling categories and creating separate systems for different topics (i.e. political vs.
entertainment) increases accuracy, but the limitation is that the classifier might not be
generalizable to other websites. The scholars also make an important point, namely that make
in a purely automatic approach one should value precision over recall (to minimize false
positives), while in semi-automatic ones – the other way. Other scholars compare different
methods to test their efficiency: word boundary, POS-tagging, @-trigger (Schuth, Marx & de
Rijke, 2007).
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Some studies provide a sentiment analysis or topic analysis. Among the research findings in
this direction: topics that are more positive tend to have less comments per article, while topics
that are more negative tend to have a higher fraction of deleted comments (Diakopoulos &
Naaman, 2011). In addition, deleted comments were more varied in negativity than non-deleted
ones, while this difference did not maintain for positivity scores (Diakopoulos & Naaman,
2011). Other scholars (Siersdorfer, Chelaru, Nejdl, & San Pedro, 2010) show that good ratings
are usually for comments with positive words (love, awesome, cute, beautiful etc.), while
negative ratings accompany comments with negative words, insults, slurs or offensive
language (fuck, shit, bitch, nigger, idiot, jew etc.). This suggests the existence of an antiprejudice norm in the Youtube community analyzed in the study, and it would be interesting
to see if the same pattern holds in Romanian online communities as well.
Finally, automatic text analysis research also targets the level of users, with studies analysing
the activity of users over time (Cheng, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Leskovec, 2015), in terms of
rate of comments deleted/moderated, comment quality, bans, community tolerance and user
behaviour over time. In this latter regard, scholars have made an interesting finding, namely
that there is a community bias against users who moderators have subsequently banned from a
community (Future-Banned Users – FBUs): posts written later in an FBU’s life were found to
be more likely deleted, regardless of whether they were actually worse (Cheng, DanescuNiculescu-Mizil, Leskovec, 2015). They also found that if users had their posts arbitrarily
deleted, despite writing similarly to other users whose posts were left alone, they were more
likely to write worse in the future.
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Research design
Research questions
We focus on 3 different areas of research:
- Online comments section – what does it look like?
- Types of incivility and intolerance in comments and their target groups
- Effects of moderation (comparison between pre- and post-moderation comments)
Online comments section
What we want do find out (RQs):
1. What are the commenting habits of Romanian online users on the most widely
read online newspapers?
2. What can explain and predict online commenting behaviour? (Comparison
between media outlets with: a) a different genre (sports news vs. generalist news); and
b) a different online format (news platform vs. news blog)
3. Are the commenting patterns constant over time or are they sensitive to external
factors? (eg.: different events, changes in news coverage or in commenting rules - like
the introduction of moderation)
4. Are there different categories of users within and across the media outlets? What
differentiates between them?
How we (plan to) do it:
1. Comparative analysis of
a. the amount of online discussion on each website,
b. the degree of interactivity among users and among users and the author
c. the content and relevance of the comments
2. Identifying potential predictors and explanatory factors (both quantitative and
qualitative) for what generates user engagement through commenting. Eg.:
- does moderation reduce, increase or have no effect on the level of engagement?
- do certain topics generate more discussion than others?
- do certain authors draw more comments?
- does more negativity / positivity generate a more intense debate?
- does the overall quality/relevance of the comments thread influence the amount of
engagement?
3. Analysing the distribution of comments over time (days, weeks, months) across the
different media outlets, to see:
- if there are significant differences within and across the outlets
- what explains these differences

4.
-

Analysing user activity in terms of:
frequency of commenting (and grouping users by their activity on the news site)
interactivity (own engagement, capacity to engage others in online discussion)
content produced (eg. the relevance and complexity of their comments,
positivity/negativity, degree and frequency of incivility, type of incivility)
evolution over time (has their commenting behaviour changed over time? how?)

Incivility and intolerance in comments and their target groups
What we want do find out (RQs):
1. What are the main forms of incivility and intolerance and their main targets in the online
comments section?
2. How common are they in online comments on the Romanian media outlets?
3. Is the attitude towards certain groups more hostile than towards others?
4. What is the predominant online discourse regarding each of the target groups? To what
extent is it common/different across the media outlets?
5. Does uncivil/intolerant online discourse generate more incivility/intolerance in online
comments (snowball effect, vicious circle of reinforcing negative behaviour)?
6. What explains and predicts incivility and intolerance in online comments?
7. What particularities distinguish between ‘repeat offenders’ and users who get less
moderated?
8. How common is it that authors intervene in the comment section? Did this change over
time, with the introduction of the moderation? Does the intervention of the article
author in the comment thread increase or reduce the need for moderation?
How we (plan to) do it:
1. To answer this RQ, several analyses will be conducted at different stages and on
different corpuses:
- Exploratory manual content analysis of a small sample of online comments. Combined
inductive and deductive approach, to allow the identification of both pre-defined
categories, as well as emerging ones, to be further tested on the generalist media
sources.
- Automatic text analysis of online comments to identify the vocabulary associated with
uncivil and intolerant online discourse. Applied both to pre-moderation samples, as
well as to moderation samples, in order to improve the dictionary as well as to use
machine learning to classify comments that need moderation based on a training corpus
containing manually moderated and labelled comments.
- Statistical analysis of the manually moderated online comments and their labels
2. A preliminary view of the frequency of different types of incivility is given by the
exploratory manual content analysis, further refined through the dictionary approach
and through the statistical analysis of the moderated corpus. A broader, comparative
view will be given through a statistical analysis of the amount and depth/complexity of
moderation needed on each website.
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3. The analysis will be conducted on the online comments during the moderation
procedure period and will consist in:
- sentiment analysis
- automatic text analysis of the online comments targeting different groups
4. Automatic text analysis of the online comments from the moderation period will be
conducted to identify the most common word associations and vocabulary used in
relation to the different target groups.
5. Statistical analysis of the amount of moderated replies received by moderated
comments compared to the comments that did not need to be moderated.
6. Regression models will be tested on the moderated corpus to identify possible
predictors for comments that need moderation (eg. frequency of commenting / user
category; length of comment; relevance of comment; level of engagement; position in
the comment thread; type/target of incivility etc.). Article keywords will also be used
to see whether certain topics generate more incivility/intolerance than others.
7. Both regression models and automatic text analysis will be employed to test whether
factors like frequency of commenting, the length of the comments, their relevance or
the sentiment employed can explain why some users are more often moderated then
others.
8. Descriptive comparative analysis of author’s interventions, compared over time (before
and after moderation). Regression analysis will be carried out to check whether the
interventions of the author in comment threads generate more or less moderated
comments than in the threads where there is no such intervention, while also controlling
for the number of online comments in a thread. This can only be done in the Moderation
phase, due to the lack of data in the pre-moderation phase.

Effects of moderation
What we want do find out (RQs):
1. Has the moderation procedure improved the reliability and consistency of the manual
moderation process?
2. What effect, if any, has the moderation procedure had on a) the overall amount of
uncivil talk in online comments; b) overall user engagement; c) number of users; d)
quality/relevance of comments?
3. Has moderation had any effect on the commenting behaviour of different types of users,
particularly on ‘repeat offenders’? have they become more or less a) engaged in
commenting; b) nasty in comments?
4. Can moderation reduce the snowball effect and turn the vicious circle of
uncivil/intolerant commenting into a virtuous one?
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5. Does the introduction of a preview message which prompts users to consider whether
they want to edit their comment impact the user’s behaviour and/or reduce the amount
of comments that need moderation?
How we (plan to) do it:
1. In order to answer this RQ, a comparison will be done between the reliability of the
moderation applied in the post-moderation period (stages 2 and 3) and the initial, unstructured, un-supervised moderation conducted in the pre-moderation period. For each
corpus, we aim to identify potential patterns that differentiate between comments that
have been moderated or deleted and those that have been published in their initial form,
by using automatic classification techniques (supervised machine learning), as well as
measures of similarity/distance. In addition, statistical analysis will be performed on
each of the two corpuses, in order to compare the consistency of the predictors of
moderation.
2. Statistical analysis of over time evolution of:
a) the amount and depth of moderated comments;
b) amount of overall comments and replies; number of active users, who post
comments;
c) number of user accounts;
d) relevance of comments to the comment thread (similarity measures)
3. We will proceed by identifying the long-term, active users who have been frequently
moderated and statistically analyse whether the introduction of moderation has changed
their frequency of posting, as well as the rate with and extent to which their comments
get moderated over time, after the introduction of the moderation experiment. Also, we
aim to find out whether, if users did get more moderated over time, if that implies that
their comments have gotten nastier (by comparing similarity of content, as well as
analysing moderation labels and depth of moderation or words used).
4. Comparative statistical analysis of moderated replies generated by moderated
comments versus un-moderated ones after the introduction of the moderation procedure
and before it, in the pre-moderated period.
5. In this experiment, statistical analysis will be employed to check if users choose to
change their message and avoid moderation, by comparatively analysing the pre- and
post-preview texts of the online comment and trying to identify predictors for potential
behaviour changes. The aim of the experiment is to see whether users or comments that
would normally require moderation become more or less likely to be moderated due to
the introduction of the preview message.
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Methodology
Research corpus
The analysis of online comments is conducted in three stages and on several news sources, in
equal seven months timeframes, in order to facilitate comparison. The core of the research
consists in identifying the effect that the supervised moderation procedure has had on both the
users’ online behaviour, and on the content of their online comments, and whether and to what
extent the moderation experiment has been effective in reducing online incivility and
intolerance.
For each of the different stages of the analysis we collect online comments, as follows:
Phase 1. Pre-moderation: from April 1st, 2014 – October 31, 2014.
In the pre-moderation period, the three core websites (Gsp.ro, Blogsport.ro, Tolo.ro) benefitted
from some form of manual and, in the case of Gsp.ro, from automatic moderation as well,
based on a dictionary of ‘bad words’. However, this procedure was un-structured and unsupervised, had no guidelines and was done sporadically and randomly.
In the case of all three websites, moderation meant the deletion of some of the comments that
the editors found inappropriate. This made it impossible, for Blogsport.ro and Tolo.ro, to
recover the comments that had been removed in this process.
The data collection process produced three data sets from the above mentioned interval, as
follows:
-

-

Gsp.ro: 447,071 comments submitted for 10,634 articles published, out of which
90,662 comments were moderated.
Tolo.ro: 6,445 published comments, pertaining to 113 articles. Because records were
only kept about comments that had been approved for publishing by the website owner,
we were not able to compute the total number of submitted comments, or to discern a
moderation pattern, which has limited the scope of the analysis on this website in the
pre-moderation period.
Blogsport.ro: 20,304 published comments, from 540 articles. As with Tolo.ro, the total
number of submitted comments could not be calculated and there is no way to know
which comments were deleted and on what basis.

In addition, comments from the same interval have been collected from three generalist news
platforms: Hotnews.ro (121,378 comments), Adevarul.ro (64,138), Gandul.ro (36,171), which
will be analysed in the next stage of the project.
Phase 2. Moderation: from April 1st, 2015, when the moderation procedure was
introduced – May 12, 2016, the end of moderation.
The project moderation phase is split in two stages:
I.
II.

First stage of moderation: April 1st, 2015 – October 31, 2015.
Second stage of moderation: November 1st, 2015 – May 12th, 2016.
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There are several reasons why we chose to divide this period in two intervals. On the one hand,
because the timeframe is almost double the size of the pre-moderation period, which would
make comparisons more difficult. We wanted to have an interval of the moderation period that
perfectly mirrors pre-moderation, in terms of duration and the specific months covered. In this
latter regard, we considered it important that we compare the news coverage from the same
months, because, at least for the sports world, news coverage is sensitive to events and tends
to follow a cyclical pattern determined by different sports seasons (especially football).
On the other hand, we also aim to identify the changes that occurred within the moderation
phase. In the almost 14 months between 2015 and 2016, there are different milestones due to
the progressive introduction of different procedures (eg. the start of the meetings with the
moderators, the introduction of terms & conditions on the website, the preview experiment
etc.), which will be detailed in further working papers. These changes might have an influence
on users’ behaviour and the content that they produce. Furthermore, it is reasonable to expect
that it takes a while for both moderators and commenters to assimilate and get used to the
moderation principles, and that the initial stage will function as an accommodation period. In
this beta phase, we expect to see more changes and variations in the data that would reflect this
adjustment process, while in the second stage, when both users and moderators have
presumably gotten accustomed to the rules of the game, we expect to see more clear and stable
patterns in the data.
The current working paper deals only with the research that has been carried out on the online
comments in Phase 1 (pre-moderation), while also giving a brief overview of what we plan to
do in the next phase of the project.

Stages of analysis
The analysis of the pre-moderation corpus consisted in three complementary stages:
I.
II.
III.

Statistical analysis of the news coverage and online comments
Manual exploratory content analysis of the online comments
Automatic text analysis of the online comments

I. Statistical analysis of the news coverage and online comments
The first stage in the pre-moderation corpus research plan consisted of identifying patterns in
the data using statistical methods of analysis. To do so, the three datasets corresponding to the
three core websites were subsequently broken down into four dimensions: article level, user
level, comment level and author level, the goal being to describe data distribution within these
four dimensions, as well as any existent correlations between them.
One of the first challenges encountered at this stage of the research was defining and
consequently deciding upon an indicator for unique website users. Commenters had the
freedom to change their usernames and continue to be active on the website, while new
commenters had the option to choose an already existing username. Therefore, there is no
guarantee that an exclusive correspondence between username and user occurred. Comments
submitted by article authors were also included in the analysis.
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In the case of Gsp.ro, one further issue to be confronted was the missing data for the article
publishing date. However, after examining the distribution of comments for the other two
websites, it was determined that the largest proportion of comments was submitted on the same
date the article was published. Therefore, the decision was made to use the date of the first
comment as an indicator of the article publishing date.
Most important, however, is that the unavailability of information has limited the scope of the
analysis. The comments that had been moderated on two of the websites (Tolo.ro and
Blogsport.ro) could not be accessed due to the fact that in the process of being moderated for
inappropriate content, these comments were deleted from the database. Therefore, any
computations that would explore patterns of moderation could not be performed. For the same
two websites, there was no variable that would indicate whether a comment was a reply or not,
while in the case of Gsp.ro the authors’ names were not available.
II. Manual exploratory content analysis of the online comments
The codebook for the content analysis has been revised several times, as well as the coding
strategy, because the coding and reliability tests have pointed out a need to reduce the
complexity of the categories initially designed. In this process, a series of variables were
completely dropped. The section related to deliberative speech indicators was one of them, the
reasoning behind being that a) the operationalization of the indicators, based on the literature
review, is very complex and time-consuming, and b) the coding tests showed that there is very
little rational debate that would follow the established standards, too little to justify the effort.
Because there is little empirical knowledge about the content and, in particular, about antidemocratic and intolerant discourse (ADID) in Romanian online comments, at this stage we
have opted for an exploratory approach, focusing more on identifying and categorizing the
different occurrences of ADID than on measuring their frequency. This approach has enabled
us to zoom in on the different instances of ADID, considering the context in which they occur,
which in turn has helped us to better define and operationalize the different categories of ADID,
and to place them on a scale of intensity. This process was essential for the moderation part as
well. The biggest challenge both in the comment analysis and in the moderation phase has been
to come to a common understanding and differentiation between the concepts representing the
different manifestations of ADID, one that would be clear and simple enough to make sense
for the moderators and coders as well. Among the most challenging issues we encountered
were: how to differentiate between stereotypes and prejudice, or where to draw the line between
what needs moderation and what not.
For this reason, we opted for a coding procedure under test-standard conditions (Krippendorff,
2013, p. 271). The standard for the coding was reached after the first meetings with the
moderators, which served to discuss comments that raised categorization difficulties and to
identify clear rules both for what gets moderated and what doesn’t, as well as for how to
operationalize and code the different types of uncivil and intolerant discourse. Coding tests
have been conducted with coders as well, and together with the meetings with the moderators
they have provided useful information regarding the decision problems that the online
comments raise for the non-expert audience. After compiling this information, the team of
experts agreed upon a standard for the coding to be followed both by coders and by moderators.
This strategy was employed in order to increase the accuracy of the coding and reduce the intercoder disagreement. The meetings with the moderators were important in this process because
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they offered the experts an opportunity to debate, test and adjust the standard based on the
feedback received from an audience that had no prior knowledge of content analysis and was
not very familiar with the concept of hate speech. Reaching an agreement with them would
also facilitate the agreement with the coders, who also had little background knowledge of the
two. Furthermore, these meetings provided access and insight to the varied perspectives and
sensitivities that make it difficult, in practice, to reach agreement regarding how to identify and
interpret different manifestations of ADID in online comments. This variety was given by the
mixt composition of the group of moderators: both men and women, with different views of
what should or should not be moderated, and with different sensitivities (eg. women often more
sensitive to sexist comments or fat shaming; other less tolerant to messages promoting certain
political views, or to incivility targeting the poor or the religious).
Because the analysis was exploratory in scope and aimed to aid the refinement of our
conceptualization and operationalization of ADID rather than to measure and statistically
generalize the presence or absence of ADID in online comments, the coding was tested on a
small sample of comments (187 comments – 4 rounds of coding), by four different coders: one
of the experts from the team that set the standard (in order to check intra-reliability), and three
different coders (BA and MA level). Each round was followed by discussions between the
expert and the coders regarding the coding decisions made and problems encountered.
III. Automatic text analysis of the online comments
The most challenging part of running an automatic text analysis on the online comments
collected was cleaning the data. A lot of comments contain words written in a distorted way,
with different symbols instead of letters, or with letters repeated more times than necessary (i.e.
“Gooool!”[“Scooooore!”]). In addition, commenters use different variations of terms for our
target groups, and we first tried to identify which are the most common words chosen and,
afterwards, capture the lexical variations pf the specific words, to the extent possible. More
precisely, we have removed the suffixes of the terms we were interested in, so as to identify
the different occurrences of the same lexical root as belonging to the same term (i.e.
“femei”[“women”] would be the root word that includes variations such as singular form
articulated and not articulated, plural articulated: femeie, femeia, femeile). This has been done
for each different term identified as being frequently used to refer to one of our target groups
(i.e. “feme(i/e)”[“women”], “domnişoar(a/e)”[Ms.], “doamn(ă/e)”[Mrs.], “gagic(ă/i)”[babe],
“muier(e/i)”). Analysis were ran individually, on each term (with its suffixes removed), in order
to see whether there are specific words associated with these less common variations, but for
the results reported here, we decided to take all the different terms used to describe a certain
target group together, also considering that the associations tend to be the same.
The steps taken in cleaning the corpus were: removing diacritics, identifying symbols
representing smileys and transforming them into the word ‘smiley’, to be easier to quantify,
lowercasing the letters, removing numbers and punctuation, removing stopwords, stripping
white spaces and removing other symbols. We have also stemmed the corpus and ran the
computations on the stemmed corpus as well, but decided to only apply the stemming for the
overall frequencies of the most commonly used words, and not to use them when trying to
identify word associations.
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In order to explore the data, a term document matrix was created. For Gsp.ro, this initially
contained 421,842 unique terms and 435,976 documents (comments). The stemming process
removed almost 100, 000 words, reducing the matrix to 326,699 terms.

Research findings
Online comments section
RQ1. What are the commenting habits of Romanian online users on the most widely
read online newspapers?
a. the amount of online discussion on each website
b. the degree of interactivity among users and among users and the author (RQ8)

Website /Stats

Tolo.ro

Blogsport.ro

Gsp.ro

Comments

6445

20304

447071

Moderated comments

N/A

N/A

90622

Replies

N/A

N/A

273287

569

10634

113

Articles

Users

2767

4768

7095

Mean comments/ article

57

36

42

Maximum comments/
article

222

223

2248

Mean articles / user

2

3.6

27

23

Maximum articles/ user

92

138

3534

Mean comments/ user

2.3

4.2

63

Maximum comments/
user

361

910*

19833

Mean moderated
comments/ user

N/A

N/A

13

Mean unique days/ user

2

3.4

13

Maximum unique days/
user

101

122

209

Comments by author(s)

361

990

N/A

* Posted by author

Tolo.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
There are 113 articles published on www.tolo.ro between April 1st 2014 and October 31st 2014.
The largest proportion of articles was published on Thursdays (22.1%), and the smallest on
Sundays (5.3%). Articles are not evenly distributed across the 7 months monitoring period,
thus the largest proportion of articles was published in October (23.9%) and the smallest in
June (4.4%) and July (5.3%).
On average an article was published every 2 days (1.9), with the maximum number of days
elapsed between articles being 30 (from June 9th to July 9th), while in some cases more than
one article were published in a single day.
On average, an article had 57 comments (sd=41), with the maximum number of comments for
a single article being 222 and the minimum 4.
There are 2767 unique usernames under which comments were posted between April 1st 2014
and October 31st 2014. That is not to say that there were 2767 users, as commenters could have
easily changed usernames and continued to comment. The number of unique usernames should
be considered merely an estimate of the total number of commenters. For simplicity, from this
point onwards each unique username will be considered a user.
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On average a user had 2.3 comments, (sd=8, max=361). The average user commented on 2
articles (sd=7, max=92) and commented on 2 separate days (sd=4, max=101).
The average time elapsed between two consecutive comments posted by the same user was 17
days (sd=31, min=0, max=196).
Descriptive Statistics users tolo.ro
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

No. articles users
commented on

2767

1.00

92.00

2.0090

3.69737

No. comments per
user

2767

1.00

361.00

2.3448

7.95325

No. unique dates
users were active

2767

1.00

101.00

2.0159

3.77088

Valid N (listwise)

2767

There are 6445 published comments on www.tolo.ro between April 1st and October 31st 2014.
However, since records were only kept about comments that were not moderated (approved
comments), the total number of submitted comments cannot be calculated.
The average comment length was 500 characters (sd=597, max=9613).
Comments posted by author
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Not author

6084

94.4

94.4

94.4

Author

361

5.6

5.6

100.0

Total

6445

100.0

100.0

Blogsport.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
There are 569 articles published on blogsport.ro between April 1st 2014 and October 31st 2014.
Articles are not evenly distributed across authors, as can be seen in the table below, with Ovidiu
Ioanitoaia having the largest proportion of published articles (23.9%).
Articles by authors Blogsport.ro

Alin Buzarin

Frequency

Percent

Mean
interv/article

Max
interv/article

50

8.8

1

2

25

35

Andrei Craciun

6.2

1
0.02

Catalin Oprisan

32

5.6

0

0

Cristian Geambasu

86

15.1

0.5

8

Daniel Sendre

1

.2

0

0

Daniel Nanu

3

.5

0

0

Augustin Roman

22

3.9

0.5

3

Maria Andries

110

19.3

0.2

2

Oana Dusmanescu

31

5.4

0.03

1

Ovidiu Ioanitoaia

136

23.9

0.04

1

Radu Paraschivescu

30

5.3

30

87

Radu Naum

33

5.8

0.03

1

Total

569

100.0

100.0

On average, an article had 36 comments (sd=30), while the maximum number of comments
for a single article was 223 and the minimum 1. The mean frequency of articles distribution
was 3 articles per day; while the maximum period elapsed between two consecutive articles
was 3 days.
Comments by authors Blogsport.ro
No. comments Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Alin Buzarin

1441

7.1

7.1

7.1

Andrei Craciun

562

2.8

2.8

9.9

Catalin Oprisan

444

2.2

2.2

12.1

Cristian Geambasu

3264

16.1

16.1

28.1

Daniel Sendre

152

.7

.7

28.9

Daniel Nanu

64

.3

.3

29.2

Gusti Roman

228

1.1

1.1

30.3

Maria Andries

2282

11.2

11.2

41.6

Oana Dusmanescu

527

2.6

2.6

44.1

Ovidiu Ioanitoaia

8302

40.9

40.9

85.0

26

Radu Paraschivescu

2415

11.9

11.9

96.9

Radu Naum

623

3.1

3.1

100.0

Total

20304

100.0

100.0

There are 4768 unique usernames under which comments were posted between April 1st 2014
and October 31st 2014. Similar to the other websites analyzed, commenters could have easily
changed usernames and continued to comment. Again, this means that the number of unique
usernames should only be considered an estimate of the total number of commenters.
On average a user had 4.2 comments, (sd=17, max=910). The average user commented on 4
articles (sd=8, max=138) and commented on 3 separate days (sd=7, max=122).
The average time elapsed between two consecutive comments posted by the same user was 11
days (sd=23, min=0, max=209).
Descriptive statistics users Blogsport.ro
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

No. articles users
commented on

4768

1.00

138.00

3.5780

7.95204

No. unique days users
were active

4768

1.00

122.00

3.4037

7.28925

No. comments per user 4768

1.00

910.00

4.2584

16.63789

Valid N (listwise)

4768

There are 20304 published comments on www.blogsport.ro between April 1st and October 31st
2014. However, since records were only kept about comments that were not moderated
(approved comments), the total number of submitted comments cannot be calculated. The
average comment length was 413 characters (sd=516, max=9396).
Somewhat consistent with the number of articles published, author Ovidiu Ioanitoaia had the
largest proportion of comments (40.9%), however, he only authored 23.9% of the articles
published within the selected period.
Author
No. comments Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Alin Buzarin

1441

7.1

7.1

7.1

Andrei Craciun

562

2.8

2.8

9.9

27

Catalin Oprisan

444

2.2

2.2

12.1

Cristian Geambasu

3264

16.1

16.1

28.1

Daniel Sendre

152

.7

.7

28.9

Daniel Nanu

64

.3

.3

29.2

Gusti Roman

228

1.1

1.1

30.3

Maria Andries

2282

11.2

11.2

41.6

Oana Dusmanescu

527

2.6

2.6

44.1

Ovidiu Ioanitoaia

8302

40.9

40.9

85.0

Radu Paraschivescu

2415

11.9

11.9

96.9

Radu Naum

623

3.1

3.1

100.0

Total

20304

100.0

100.0

Author interventions (comments on own articles)
No.
comments

Percent

No. of interventions

Alin Buzarin

1441

7.1

5

Andrei Craciun

562

2.8

1

Catalin Oprisan

444

2.2

0

Cristian Geambasu

3264

16.1

45

Daniel Sendre

152

.7

0

Daniel Nanu

64

.3

0

Augustin Roman

228

1.1

12

Maria Andries

2282

11.2

12

Oana Dusmanescu

527

2.6

1

Ovidiu Ioanitoaia

8302

40.9

3

Radu Paraschivescu

2415

11.9

910

Radu Naum

623

3.1

1

Total

20304

100.0

990
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GSP.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
There are 10634 articles published on www.gsp.ro between April 1st 2014 and October 31st
2014.
On average an article was published every 29 minutes (sd=1 hour), with the maximum time
elapsed between two consecutive articles being 12 hours.
On average, an article had 42 comments (sd=103), with the maximum number of comments
for a single article being 2248 and the minimum 1. The average number of moderated
comments per article was 9 (sd=24) and the maximum 407.

Descriptives articles gsp.ro
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Comments

10634

1.00

2248.00

42.0417

103.39235

Non-moderated

10633

.00

2047.00

33.5224

82.33106

Moderated

10633

.00

407.00

8.5231

24.28095

Valid N (listwise)

10633

There are 7095 unique usernames under which comments were submitted between April and
October 2014. On average a user had 63 comments (sd=369), out of which 13 were moderated
(sd=91). The average user commented on 13 separate days (sd=27) and on 27 different articles
(sd=97).

Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Total no. comments 7095
per user

1.00

19833.00

63.0121

369.13766

No. days users
commented on

7095

1.00

209.00

12.8168

26.58851

No. articles users
commented on

7095

1.00

3534.00

26.9321

96.65292

.00

18489.00

50.2458

325.91613

No. non-moderated 7094
comments
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No. moderated
comments

7094

Valid N (listwise)

7094

.00

2278.00

12.7747

91.18691

The average time elapsed between two consecutive comments posted by the same user was 1
day (sd=7, min=0, max=211).
There were 447071 comments submitted on gsp.ro between April 1st and October 31st 2014.
Out of these, 90662 (20.3%) were moderated.
The largest proportion of comments was submitted in May (16.2%) and on Thursdays (15.3%).
However, the largest proportion of moderated comments was submitted in June (16.9%) and
on Wednesdays (14.9%) and Thursdays (14.8%).
The average comment length was 166 characters (sd=165, max-2011). Average length is the
same regardless of whether the submitted comment ended up being moderated or not. Neither
comment length or comment position are predictors of whether a comment will be moderated
or not, however, comments that are replies to another user are more likely to be moderated.
% Moderated non-replies
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Not moderated

151459

87.2

87.2

87.2

Moderated

22321

12.8

12.8

100.0

Total

173780

100.0

100.0

Missing

4

.0

Total

173784

100.0

% Moderated replies
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Not moderated

204985

75.0

75.0

75.0

Moderated

68301

25.0

25.0

100.0

Total

273286

100.0

100.0

Missing

1

.0

Total

273287

100.0
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Month moderated comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

12453

13.7

13.7

13.7

May

14145

15.6

15.6

29.4

June

15281

16.9

16.9

46.2

July

13531

14.9

14.9

61.1

August

14773

16.3

16.3

77.4

September

9131

10.1

10.1

87.5

October

11308

12.5

12.5

100.0

Total

90622

100.0

100.0

Day of week moderated comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

12299

13.6

13.6

13.6

Tuesday

12304

13.6

13.6

27.1

Wednesday

13490

14.9

14.9

42.0

Thursday

13403

14.8

14.8

56.8

Friday

13145

14.5

14.5

71.3

Saturday

12788

14.1

14.1

85.4

Sunday

13193

14.6

14.6

100.0

Total

90622

100.0

100.0
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c. the content of the comments
In order to discern what the content of the comments on Gsp.ro was about, we looked at the
most frequent words in the stemmed corpus of 435,976 comments and 326,699 unique terms.
From a list of top 500 words that occur over 2000 times each in the corpus, we extracted 214
words that had some meaning (in other words, we removed the transition words or those that
are very common in regular speech, without giving much information, much like stopwords),
and tried to classify them into topics. Together, these 214 words occur 1,533,549 times, which
is 20% of all the words occurring in the corpus. We managed to group them into 17 clusters of
topics (see Fig. 3 below).

Fig. 3 WordCloud – most frequent words on Gsp.ro
As expected, most of these words – covering almost half (813,419) of the occurrences of the
most frequent words - relate to football; either the names of the biggest Romanian football
teams (Steaua, Dinamo, Rapid, Craiova, Cluj, Petrol) and their owners (Becali, Negoiţă,
Piţurcă), former well-known players who became coaches or club managers (Hagi, Piţurcă,
Reghecampf) as well as vocabulary specific to football and sports: team, coup, supporters,
score, matches, penalty, quarterback, holder etc. The words tennis and Halep (Simona Halep,
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Romanian tennis player, world No. 2 champion) also occur among the most frequent, but
football-related words clearly out-dominate them.

Fig. 4. Most frequent words on Gsp.ro grouped by topics
There are almost 200,000 smiley emoticons in the online comments analysed, together with
other discursive markers such as ‘bravo’ (‘bravo’), ‘noroc’ (‘luck/good luck’), ‘vai’(‘oh’),
‘scuz’ (‘sorry’), ‘super’ (‘super’), ‘rog’ (‘please’). Emotions are expressed frequently, not only
through emoticons, but also through words loaded with a positive or negative meaning, as well
as through words that specifically denote emotions. However, the negative vocabulary of the
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most frequent words is more varied than the positive words: ‘problem’ (‘problem’), ‘rusin’
(‘shame’), ‘slab’ (‘weak’), ‘mint’ (‘lie’), ‘mizer’ (‘dirt’), ‘penibil’ (‘pathetic’), ‘impotr’, ‘contr’
(‘against’), ‘furat’ (‘stolen’), ‘degeab’ (‘to no end’), ‘puscar’ (‘jail’/’con’), ‘rau’ (‘bad’). On
the other hand, the most frequent positive words are: ‘bun’, ‘bine’ (‘good’), ‘frumos’
(‘beautiful’), ‘acord’ (‘agree’). Words expressing emotions are: ‘pacat’ (‘pitty’), ‘bucur’
(‘glad’), ‘ras’ (‘laughter’), ‘simt’ (‘feel’).
Appellatives and insults also appear among the most common terms in the online comments.
A marker for recognizing insults, as shown below, is the word ‘esti’ (‘you are’), which is one
of the top 200 words used in the comments. The most frequent insult associated with it is
‘prost’ (‘stupid’). Common appellatives are ‘bai’, ‘domn’, ‘baiet’. These are all (potential)
signs of disrespect that fit into our first category from the ADID intensity scale – name-calling
and insults, which is further confirmed by the high frequency of the term ‘injur’ (‘swear’),
which is an acknowledgement from the part of the users regarding the presence of bad language
in the comments. Furthermore, some of the target groups identified in the exploratory analysis
also appear among the most frequent words in the corpus, with or without an implicit negative
connotation attached to them. ‘Cioban’ (‘shepherd’) and ‘sarac’ (‘poor’) are often used with
the aim to insult others, thus pointing out underlying societal prejudice against poor people or
the lower classes. Similarly, the word ‘nebun’ (‘crazy’) might show a negative sentiment
towards mental disease, but the word is not as charged to prove this assumption clear. Other
target groups mentioned often are ‘ungur’ (‘Hungarian’) and ‘doamn’ (‘Mrs.’ – which can also
be used ironically, with the aim to insult).
Among the most frequently encountered words are also those that pertain to identity, either
national, community or group based: the most frequent is ‘roman’ (‘Romanian’), ‘voi’ (‘you’),
‘noi’ (‘us’), ‘tara’ (‘country’), ‘prieten’ (‘friend’), ‘famil’ (‘family’). A similar category is that
of words pointing to norms, values and principles: most common is ‘trebui’ (‘should’),
followed by ‘adevar’ (‘truth’), ‘respect’ (‘respect’), ‘merit’ (‘merit’/’deserve’), ‘corect’
(‘correct’), ‘dreptate’ (‘justice’), ‘incred’ (‘trust’), ‘gresit’ (‘wrong’), ‘sincer’ (‘honest’),
‘calitat’ (‘quality’).
Money-related vocabulary is often found in the online comments, through varied words: ‘bani’
(‘money’), ‘milioan’ (‘millions’), ‘dator’ (‘debt’/’indebted’), ‘platit’ (‘paid’), ‘munc’ (‘work’),
‘invest’ (‘invest’/’investment’), ‘cumpar’ (‘buy’), ‘lei’ (the national currency), ‘plat’
(‘payment’).
Mass-media and politics seem to also be among the most common topics in the online
comments, even though the profile of the newspaper is sports. There are almost 8000 references
at articles and almost 9000 at comments, while the press (‘pres’) and the news (‘stir’) come up
6000 times, followed by references to websites (‘sit’). The most frequent political word is
‘comunist’ (‘communist’), which can also sometimes be used as a form of negatively loaded
name-calling. This is followed by the words ‘pont’ (Victor Ponta – the former prime-minister
who, in 2014, ran in the presidential elections), ‘presedint’ (‘president’) and ‘partid’ (‘party’).
In addition, among the most frequent words also appears a certain username – valah
(valah7mai1986@idunic), who is not only one of the most active 10 users on Gsp.ro, but also
the one with the most moderated comments (almost half of all the comments posted – see Table
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Active users on Gsp.ro). This user has drawn a significant number of replies (over 3000), which
is probably the reason why he appears among the most frequent words. This can be an indicator
that incivility generates more online talk and interactivity, but in order to find out whether it
has a snowball effect (generating more incivility) or, on the contrary, if it is sanctioned by the
community, a more in-depth, qualitative analysis is needed.

RQ2. Are the commenting patterns constant over time or are they sensitive to external
factors? (eg.: different events, changes in news coverage or in commenting rules - like the
introduction of moderation)
Tolo.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
There are 113 articles published on www.tolo.ro between April 1st 2014 and October 31st 2014.
The largest proportion of articles was published on Thursdays (22.1%), and the smallest on
Sundays (5.3%). Articles are not evenly distributed across the 7 months monitoring period,
thus the largest proportion of articles was published in October (23.9%) and the smallest in
June (4.4%) and July (5.3%).

Month articles
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

12

10.6

10.6

10.6

May

20

17.7

17.7

28.3

June

5

4.4

4.4

32.7

July

6

5.3

5.3

38.1

August

18

15.9

15.9

54.0

September

25

22.1

22.1

76.1

October

27

23.9

23.9

100.0

Total

113

100.0

100.0

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

15

13.3

13.3

13.3

Tuesday

13

11.5

11.5

24.8

Day of week articles

35

Wednesday

21

18.6

18.6

43.4

Thursday

25

22.1

22.1

65.5

Friday

20

17.7

17.7

83.2

Saturday

13

11.5

11.5

94.7

Sunday

6

5.3

5.3

100.0

Total

113

100.0

100.0

There are 6445 published comments on www.tolo.ro between April 1st and October 31st 2014.
However, since records were only kept about comments that were not moderated (approved
comments), the total number of submitted comments cannot be calculated. The largest
proportion of comments was in October (24.5%) and the smallest in June and July. This is
consistent with the distribution of articles.
Month comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

740

11.5

11.5

11.5

May

889

13.8

13.8

25.3

June

166

2.6

2.6

27.9

July

349

5.4

5.4

33.3

August

1540

23.9

23.9

57.2

September

1182

18.3

18.3

75.5

October

1579

24.5

24.5

100.0

Total

6445

100.0

100.0

More comments were published on Thursdays compared to the other days of the week,
(24.3%), again consistent with the distribution of articles.

Day of week comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

36

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

1076

16.7

16.7

16.7

Tuesday

709

11.0

11.0

27.7

Wednesday

1099

17.1

17.1

44.7

Thursday

1566

24.3

24.3

69.0

Friday

1090

16.9

16.9

86.0

Saturday

588

9.1

9.1

95.1

Sunday

317

4.9

4.9

100.0

Total

6445

100.0

100.0

Blogsport.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
The largest proportion of articles was published on Tuesdays (19.3%), and the smallest on
Sundays (11.4%). Articles appear to be rather evenly distributed across the 7 months
monitoring period, with the exception of the month of June there were slightly more articles
published compared to the other months (102 articles).
Month articles Blogsport.ro
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

75

13.2

13.2

13.2

May

75

13.2

13.2

26.4

June

102

17.9

17.9

44.3

July

74

13.0

13.0

57.3

August

75

13.2

13.2

70.5

September

79

13.9

13.9

84.4

October

89

15.6

15.6

100.0

Total

569

100.0

100.0

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

91

16.0

16.0

16.0

Tuesday

110

19.3

19.3

35.3

Day of week articles Blogsport.ro
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Wednesday

68

12.0

12.0

47.3

Thursday

89

15.6

15.6

62.9

Friday

69

12.1

12.1

75.0

Saturday

77

13.5

13.5

88.6

Sunday

65

11.4

11.4

100.0

Total

569

100.0

100.0

There are 20304 published comments on www.blogsport.ro between April 1st and October 31st
2014. However, since records were only kept about comments that were not moderated
(approved comments), the total number of submitted comments cannot be calculated. The
largest proportion of comments was in October (18.4%) and the smallest in May, somewhat
consistent with the distribution of articles.
Month comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

2860

14.1

14.1

14.1

May

2621

12.9

12.9

27.0

June

3633

17.9

17.9

44.9

July

2607

12.8

12.8

57.7

August

2127

10.5

10.5

68.2

September

2711

13.4

13.4

81.6

October

3745

18.4

18.4

100.0

Total

20304

100.0

100.0

More comments were published on Tuesdays compared to the other days of the week (19.8%),
consistent with the distribution of articles.
Day of week comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

3263

16.1

16.1

16.1

Tuesday

4018

19.8

19.8

35.9
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Wednesday

3226

15.9

15.9

51.7

Thursday

3194

15.7

15.7

67.5

Friday

2371

11.7

11.7

79.2

Saturday

2026

10.0

10.0

89.1

Sunday

2206

10.9

10.9

100.0

Total

20304

100.0

100.0

GSP.ro – 1.04.2014 – 31.10.2014
There are 10634 articles published on www.gsp.ro between April 1st 2014 and October 31st
2014. The largest proportion of articles appears to have been published on Thursdays and
Tuesdays (15.3%) and the smallest on Sundays (12.6%). Articles are rather evenly distributed
across the 7 months monitoring period, with a slightly larger number of articles published in
July (15.6%).
On average an article was published every 29 minutes (sd=1 hour), with the maximum time
elapsed between two consecutive articles being 12 hours.

Month articles
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

1458

13.7

13.7

13.7

May

1556

14.6

14.6

28.3

June

1457

13.7

13.7

42.0

July

1656

15.6

15.6

57.6

August

1524

14.3

14.3

71.9

September

1424

13.4

13.4

85.3

October

1559

14.7

14.7

100.0

Total

10634

100.0

100.0

Day of week articles
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Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

1546

14.5

14.5

14.5

Tuesday

1628

15.3

15.3

29.8

Wednesday

1572

14.8

14.8

44.6

Thursday

1630

15.3

15.3

60.0

Friday

1559

14.7

14.7

74.6

Saturday

1363

12.8

12.8

87.4

Sunday

1336

12.6

12.6

100.0

Total

10634

100.0

100.0

On average, an article had 42 comments (sd=103), with the maximum number of comments
for a single article being 2248 and the minimum 1. The average number of moderated
comments per article was 9 (sd=24) and the maximum 407.
There were 447071 comments submitted on gsp.ro between April 1st and October 31st 2014.
Out of these, 90662 (20.3%) were moderated.
The largest proportion of comments was submitted in May (16.2%) and on Thursdays (15.3%).
However, the largest proportion of moderated comments was submitted in June (16.9%) and
on Wednesdays (14.9%) and Thursdays (14.8%).
Month comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

April

59550

13.3

13.3

13.3

May

72456

16.2

16.2

29.5

June

65190

14.6

14.6

44.1

July

63013

14.1

14.1

58.2

August

71227

15.9

15.9

74.1

September

51962

11.6

11.6

85.8

October

63673

14.2

14.2

100.0

Total

447071

100.0

100.0
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Day of week comments
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Monday

61126

13.7

13.7

13.7

Tuesday

60172

13.5

13.5

27.1

Wednesday

65371

14.6

14.6

41.8

Thursday

68220

15.3

15.3

57.0

Friday

64870

14.5

14.5

71.5

Saturday

62672

14.0

14.0

85.5

Sunday

64640

14.5

14.5

100.0

Total

447071

100.0

100.0

As the tables above show, there are some differences between the distribution of articles and
comments over time. On Gsp.ro and Blogsport.ro the coverage peaks are reached in July and
June, which are months marked by sports events like the European Football Cup or the World
Cup. On the other hand, Tolo.ro, which is less oriented strictly on football news, the peak
coverage happens in September and October, during the electoral campaign for the presidential
elections. This would suggest that news coverage is sensitive to events, either political or
sports-related, but a more in-depth analysis in needed. Comments coverage follows, broadly,
the same distribution patterns as the news articles.

RQ3. Are there different categories of users within and across the media outlets? What
differentiates between them?
Users that were more active were also more engaged in conversations, meaning they not only
had a large number of comments in general, but also had the largest number of replies given to
other users.
With the exception of user valah7mai1986@idunic, who had close to half of the submitted
comments moderated, intensely active users were less moderated than the average commenter.
The mean proportion of moderated comments for an average user was 20%. Below is a table
with the Top 10 most active users on Gsp.ro.
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Top most active users Gsp.ro

Username

Comments

Days
active

Articles
Av.
commented comment
on
length

Moderated
comments

Replies

unico_biancorossi@id
unic

19833

197

3534

144

1344

15772

a.c.a.b_st@idunic

7874

201

1249

84

801

6119

tazdevil@idunic

7422

166

554

158

666

6519

aly_dinamo@idunic

5236

157

408

124

430

3995

samertx@idunic

5069

104

449

93

463

4205

bandoleros@idunic

4559

196

882

205

287

2604

99

836

185

2089

3562

4376

209

895

113

620

3820

the_champions@iduni 3787
c

158

1188

61

619

2883

3605

207

956

101

635

3196

valah7mai1986@iduni 4482
c
djeurofighter@idunic

ipocritul@idunic

Incivility and intolerance in comments and their target groups
RQ1. What are the main forms of incivility and intolerance and their main targets in the online
comments section?
RQ2. How common are they in online comments on the Romanian media outlets?

In the exploratory content analysis, we devised a scale of anti-democratic and intolerant
attitudes that aims to capture different types of ADID manifestations, also to function as an
intensity thermometer. We identified in the online comments five broad categories of uncivil
talk and hate speech, which find theoretical support in the specialized literature. These stages
do not necessarily follow a linear pattern or progression, though there is scientific evidence
that less harmful and somewhat common manifestations such as disrespectful attitudes or
stereotypical beliefs can, over time and under certain conditions, turn into prejudice,
discriminative behaviour or even more extreme attitudes like threats or violence.
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Discrimination

Violence &
Extermination

Prejudice
Stereotypes

Disrespect

Fig. 5 Scale of anti-democratic and intolerant attitudes (ADID)

I.
Disrespect
Disrespectful online discourse was defined to consist of a) sarcastic or ironic remarks, b)
vulgarity and c) insults and name-calling.
a) Sarcastic or ironic remarks
Though sarcasm and irony are not always and necessarily a sign of disrespect, they can
signal incivility, as the analysis of the online comments shows. The main characteristic
underlying this discursive device is that what is being implied contradicts what is
actually said, which often creates a humorous effect. The automatic text analysis shows
that one of the most frequent markers of sarcasm in Romanian comments is the use of
the word ‘smart’ (‘deştept’), which is meant as an insult or ridicule towards another
commenter (see also Marincea, 2014).
b) Vulgarity
Vulgarity was defined as language normally considered inappropriate, sometimes sexually
oriented, that can contain profanity, swearing, cursing or cussing, but is not violent in nature
and not based on group identity.
c) Name-calling and insults
Online comments that contain offensive names or derogatory epithets that aim to belittle or
to induce rejection, shame, addressed towards other commenters or different targets, have
been labelled as name-calling. Insults or personal attacks (ad hominem) have been included
here if they were non-violent and not based on belonging to a marginalized/minority group.

II.

Stereotypes
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The concept of stereotype, in its modern psychological conceptualization, was first
introduced by Walter Lippmann in Public Opinion (1922). Stereotypes are schemata that
help people understand the world by simplifying/categorizing it; therefore they play out at
the cognitive level, unlike prejudice, which is held to be affective response, and can be used
as rationalizations for adopting prejudiced attitudes (Jost & Major, 2001; Sinclair & Kunda,
2000).
In the exploratory analysis we identified two manifestations of stereotypes, which we
consider to be slightly different in intensity.
We defined as automatic labelling when commenters mentioned the ethnicity, sexual
orientation, religious affiliation or any other type of group identity of a certain individual
as if it went together automatically with that person, defining him/her, but without any
explicit connotation or evaluation associated with the label. In most such cases, the labels
can be said to contain implicit connotations rooted in stereotypes or prejudice, but the user
may not even be aware of them. Therefore, we chose to differentiate between automatic
labelling and other forms of incivility or intolerance that contain explicit, usually negative
evaluations, such as stereotypes or prejudice.
By stereotypes, it follows, we understand the belief that individuals have certain traits or
behaviours as a results of their belonging to a specific group which is perceived to have
those characteristics, which can be either positive, negative or ambivalent.
III.
Prejudice
Stereotypes and prejudice are often used interchangeably, and the literature does not
provide a well-defined operationalization that could help differentiate between the two
concepts, which has proved to be an important challenge in our research. This is made even
more difficult by the nature of our corpus - written text, considering that the most common
distinction between the two concepts follows the division between cognition and affect,
which can be difficult to recognize in text and rather subjective.
a) General, emotion-driven:
Prejudice that comes from Fear, Anger, Disgust, Frustration, Guilt, Shame,
Resentment/Envy
b) Prejudice that stems from perceptions of group inferiority
c) Dehumanization/Deviance/Abnormality
d) Disgrace
e) Scapegoating & Resentment
IV.

Discrimination
In accordance with the literature, we have defined discrimination as a mobilization of
prejudice into actions that would negatively affect the rights or dignity of individuals or groups
based on their group identity or belonging. We have included here comments that a) deny basic,
civil, political or other specific rights, b) call for the expulsion or deportation of individuals or
groups or c) other calls for unfair treatment motivated by the appartenance to a certain group.
V.

Violence and extermination
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The most extreme form of hate-speech, also sanctioned by law, has been considered to
consist in a) direct threats addressed to individuals or groups, which could potentially harm
their physical safety, as well as incitement to violence against members of a certain community;
and b) implicit or explicit calls for extreme forms of violence: rape, murder or torture. In this
latter category we have later included, after the exploratory analysis, comments that encourage
suicidal acts, or that express wish for someone’s death or other self-harmful behaviour.
Encouraging or determining a person’s suicide is considered a criminal offense in Romanian
law, and is punishable with 3 to 20 years of prison (Art. 191, The Penal Code).
The exploratory analysis of the 106 comments discussed during the first four meetings
with the moderators shows that the most common manifestations of ADID (Fig. 5) are forms
of disrespect, particularly name-calling and insults, which were found in 8 out of 10 comments.
As expected, vulgar language was also rather frequent, in almost 1 out of every 6 comments,
while sarcastic or ironic remarks were found in only 1 out of 13 comments. However,
recognising sarcasm and irony proved to be challenging for the coders.
The automatic text analysis revealed that the most frequent insult is ‘esti prost’ (‘you’re
stupid’), a combination of words which occurs together 1576 times, having a high collocation
coefficient (G2 = 8809.83). Other collocations found in the text that also highlight potential
insults are ‘tu esti’ (‘you are’), with 3564 occurrences, and its plural form – ‘voi sunteti’ (‘you
are’). The most frequent associations of the words ‘esti’ and ‘sunteti’ confirm that these are
linguistic predictors for incivility and intolerance. However, the coefficients of the associations
are rather low, probably due to the wide variety of possible words that go together with these
two terms. The strongest associations are ‘esti prost’ (‘you’re stupid’, 0.23) and ‘sunteti
penbili’ (‘you’re pathetic’, 0.14). Other pairs that score beyond 0.1 are: ‘esti’ – ‘frustrat’
(‘frustrated’), ‘bolnav’ (‘sick’), ‘bai’, ‘du-te’ (‘go...’ potential swear marker), ‘idiot’ (‘idiot’),
‘nebun’ (‘crazy’), ‘penibil’ (‘pathetic’), ‘stelist’ (fan of Steaua football team), ‘dobitoc’
(‘moron’), ‘retardat’ (‘retarded’ – which also suggests underlying prejudice against people with
mental disabilities), ‘agramat’ (‘illiterate’), ‘redus’ (‘reduced’ - also suggests underlying
prejudice against people with mental disabilities). Also common is the association between
‘esti’ and ‘destept’ (‘smart’), which points out how sarcasm is used in comments to insult
another person. When formulated in plural (‘sunteti’/ ‘you are’), the associations that are in
common are: ‘penibili’ (with the added ‘patetici’, also meaning ‘pathetic’), ‘prosti’, ‘frustrati’,
‘bolnavi’, ‘nebuni’. However, some new associations also occur: ‘jalnici’ (‘pathetic’), ‘virgine’
(‘virgins’), ‘cretini’ (‘cretins’ - also suggests underlying prejudice against people with mental
disabilities, cretinism being a severe mental deficiency), ‘dusi’ (a more moderate form of
‘crazy’).
The second most frequently encountered forms of ADID were manifestations of
prejudice. 1 out of 6 comments contained prejudice based on perceptions of group inferiority,
1 out of 9 dehumanizes ‘the other’ or labels certain groups as being abnormal or deviant. Less
common are prejudice driven by resentment (6 comments, or 1:16) or calling individuals a
disgrace (3 comments, or 1:33). More radical forms of expression were also encountered: 1
comment contained a threat, and 6 comments contained calls for extermination, mostly
‘encouragements’ of suicidal acts or other self-harmful behaviour.
In the small sample analysed we did not find cases of explicit discrimination – denying
other’s rights or calling for the expulsion or deportation of different individuals or groups,
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which does not imply, however, that they are absent from the entire corpus. It is important to
stress that the analysis was exploratory and the results cannot be generalized to the entire
corpus. Furthermore, the nature of the news – sports articles, makes debates about group rights
less probable to emerge.

Types of
ADID in online comments

Disrespect

Sarcasm / Irony
Vulgarity

Stereotypes

Namecalling / Insults
Automatic Labelling
Stereotype

Prejudice

Inferiority
Dehumanization
Disgrace

Violence and
extermination Discrimination

Resentment / Scapegoating
Deny rights
Expulsion
Threat
Extermination
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Fig. 6. Manifestations of ADID in online comments on Gsp.ro – exploratory analysis
Most comments contain name-calling and insults addressed to sports fans, players or
teams as a whole, as well as to other commenters (Fig. 6). After the test coding, we decided to
separate between addressees, defined as the direct target of the uncivil remarks, and target
groups, defined as the group who is directly or indirectly labelled by the offensive remarks.
This separation was necessary especially for the case of slurs, where characteristics associated
with certain groups or group labels were used as an insult. This explains the apparently odd
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result in Fig. 7 that places people with disabilities or health problems as the most often target
of incivility and intolerance. This vulnerable group is not targeted directly, but the fact that
online users abuse words such as ‘retarded’, ‘handicapped’, ‘cretin’, ‘alcoholic’, ‘drug-addict’
etc. in their common personal attacks implies a level of prejudice in society that has
unconsciously become part of the common vocabulary and day-to-day discourse.
Similar slurs draw from prejudice against women (along the lines of ‘he’s a woman’),
Roma (‘you gipsy’), the poor or lower classes (‘you peasant’), as well as the regional other
(‘you Moldavian’).

Addreessees and target groups
Sports teams/players & fans

88%

Another commenter

52%

People with disabilities / health problems

27%

Women

25%

Roma

23%

The poor/lower classes

19%

The regional "other"

17%

Footbal club owners /sports associations

14%

Other non-orthodox Religious groups

7%

Journalists/media

6%

Hungarians

6%

Other nationalities

6%

Jews

5%

Other (ex.public personalities)

4%

Politicians & political parties

4%

LGBTI

4%

Other races

1%

Muslims

0%

Immigrants

0%

Refugees

0%

The political "other"

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Fig. 7. Addressees and target groups of ADID in online comments on Gsp.ro – exploratory
analysis
Out of the 106 comments analysed, almost half were moderated, while in the overall
database for the same period only around a fourth of all the comments were moderated. In
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addition, from the 106 comments, 99 were coded as containing something uncivil (including
vulgarity, but excluding sarcasm) or intolerant. This implies that in this particular sample ADID
manifestations are overrepresented in comparison to the regular coverage of comments, which
is a direct result of the choice we made on selecting the comments. In other words, as detailed
in the methodology section, the comments that raised issues with the moderators, being more
difficult and complex, were considered the most suitable sample on which to test the standard
for coding established by the experts team.

RQ4. What is the predominant online discourse regarding each of the target groups?
In order to answer this research question, automatic text analysis has been conducted on the
corpus with online comments. The data has been explored mainly by finding frequent words,
word associations and collocations in the different subsets of comments. In what follows, we
will present the results obtained from the analysis of the comments on Gsp.ro for different
target groups.
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Fig. 8. Word associations for different target groups on Gsp.ro
Vocabulary associated with the Roma minority:
The most common term used to refer to the Roma minority is ‘tigan’ (gipsy), with different
variations (i.e. tzigan), which is known to be a strong derogatory term. Less common terms,
but still frequent, are rom/i, romel, romulan, together with the extremely offensive and dehumanizing terms ‘cioara’ (crow) and ‘cra cra’ (onomatopoeia). In finding the most frequent
associations for these words, we removed the suffixes and considered all these denominations
as one. The most common association is with the word ‘sunt’ (‘are’ – 0.2), which was already
shown to be a good predictor for potential insults. The second most frequent association is with
the word ‘moldova’ (Moldova, the region of Romania that borders the Republic of Moldova
and is considered to be among the poorest regions), which hints towards potential prejudice
regarding not only the roma, but also ‘the regional other’. This connection, however, should be
analysed more in-depth, in the context of the comments. Similarly, roma-related words
sometimes come up together with the word ‘ungur’ (Hungarian), which might be another
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indication that prejudice against different groups sometimes goes together and reinforces each
other, but more in depth analysis is needed in this regard.

Fig. 9. WordCloud – The most frequent words in the subset with comments regarding Roma
Evidence of racism and strong prejudice regarding the roma in the comments are revealed by
some of the words associated with this group: ‘rasist’ (racist), ‘alb’ (‘white’), ‘negri’, ‘niger’,
‘tuciuriu’ (‘black’, ‘nigger’, ‘blackish’). As with the word ‘moldova’, there are other
associations with different locations that are considered to be more populated by roma, and
these references are usually used in a negative sense: ‘ferentari’, ‘giulesti’ (neighourhoods in
Bucharest). The term ‘sud’ (‘south’) also appears among the frequent associations, as well as
‘origini (‘origins’).
Among the strongest words associated with this minority group that show clear signs of
prejudice are terms describing alleged (negative) characteristics or the commenter’s negative
feelings towards them: ‘hoti’ (thieves), ‘caracter’ (character), ‘comporte/comportament’
(behave/behaviour), ‘deranj’ (trouble), ‘dispretuim’ (‘despise’), ‘nenorocit’(wretch), ‘urat’
(ugly),. Many of the associated words are in the lexical range of the words dirt, filth, bad smell:
‘imputit’ (smelly), ‘pute’ (smells), ‘borat’ (extremely nasty adjective that would be translated
literally to ‘puked’), ‘murdar’ (dirty), ‘ptu’ (interjection used when something smells bad),
‘boala’ (disease).
The collocations in the text confirm that the predominant online discourse targeting the roma
minority is extremely prejudiced and uncivil. “Echipa tiganeasca” (gipsy team) appears 16
times, being used as a form of offense towards a sports team. “Fier vechi” appears 7 times, also
hinting towards prejudice against lower classes. Other pairs of words suggest commenters’
negative feelings and even fear: ‘multi tigani’ (a lot of gipsies), ‘m-am saturat’ (i’m sick of
it),‘d-aia frica’ (that’s why fear). Some of the word associations might even point to possible
calls for expulsion: ‘restranga satrele’, ‘threatening eviction’, or even extermination: references
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to marshal Ion Antonescu (responsible for the genocide of the Roma during the Holocaust).
However, these need a more in-depth, contextualized analysis.
Two Roma personalities appear in the comments: Adi Minune (a famous manele singer) and
Daniel Cioaba (king of the Roma).
From the three main football teams, the ones that appears to be associated with the Roma
minority, mostly in a pejorative way, is Rapid (word association: tigan – rapid, giulesti;
collocations: vino-giulesti).
Vocabulary associated with women:
The terms that are associated most frequently with women point towards stereotypes regarding
women’s role in society, as well as towards prejudiced views. The most common association
is with the words ‘barbat/i’ (man/men), ‘misogin’ (misogynist), ‘copii’/’prunci (‘children’),

‘creasca’ (‘raise’), ‘casa’ (home); other associations are with term describing material
possessions – ‘masina/masini’ (car/cars), ‘bani’ (money), terms with sexual connotation –
‘sex’, ‘bikini’, or regarding their physical appearance - ‘urata’ (ugly). The association with the
word ‘majoritatea’ (‘the majority’) also suggests overgeneralizing tendencies typical to
stereotypes and prejudice.
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Fig. 10. Wordcloud – most frequent terms in the subset with comments regarding women

Less frequent terms are also correlated with women and point out stereotypical images and a
focus on women’s aspect and self-care: ‘farmecul’ (‘the charm’), ‘ideala’ (ideal), ‘rostul’ (the
purpose), ‘fardeze’ (make-up), ‘manichiura’ (manicure), ‘pedichiura’ (pedicure), ‘rujeze’
(lipstick). These terms are most often associated with the derogatory word ‘muiere’ (woman).
The word ‘barba’ (beard) also sometimes appears together with woman, in a collocation that is
used as an insult or ridicule (‘femeie cu barba’ - bearded woman). Another somewhat frequent
collocation is ‘femeie de servici/u’ (cleaning lady), which is also used as an insult and can be
considered a latent manifestation of prejudice against lower status people and jobs.
Vocabulary associated with LGBT:
The vocabulary associated with this minority can be grouped in the following clusters, with
most of the discussion focusing around wither religious disapproval or issues regarding the
rights of LGBT couples:
-

-

-

-

reactions and feelings towards the LGBT community: ‘acord’ (agree), ‘acceptarea
diversitatii’ (‘accepting diversity’), ‘ajunge’, ‘gata’ (enough). Scarce terms: ‘dezgust’
(disgust).
the perception of difference or ‘abnormality’: ‘altfel’ (‘different’), ‘invers’ (inverse).
religious arguments: ‘luteran/i’ (Lutheran), ‘biserica’ (church), ‘cler’ (clergy), ‘calea’
(the way/path), ‘crestinism’, ‘crestinatate’ (Christianity, Christendom), ‘pacat’ (sin),
‘secta’ (sect), ‘religie’ (religion).
rights: ‘casatori’ (marriage), ‘votat’ (voted), ‘oficiaza’ (officiating), ‘cernea’ (Remus
Cernea, a young deputy who introduced a bill for same-sex civil unions), ‘oficial’
(official), ‘cupluri’ (couples), ‘dreptul’ (‘right’), ‘familie’ (family). Scarce terms:
‘militeaza’ (militates), ‘parlament’ (parliament). Also in collocations: ‘casatorii
persoane’ (‘marriages persons’), ‘incheie casatorii’, ‘oficiaza casatorii’ (officiating
marriages).
terms with (explicit) sexual connotation: ‘sex’, ‘sexuale’, ‘fund’ (ass), ‘limbile’
(tongues). Collocations: “fund gura” (ass mouth), “ard fund” (explicit sexual language),
“poarta-n casa” (implicit sexual language) etc.

The verbs ‘sunt’ (they are) and, less often, ‘esti’ (you are), which, as was shown earlier, is often
a marker of insults, is among the most frequently associated with this target group. Women
also come up in comments about LGBT, which can suggest a certain connection between the
stereotypes and prejudice regarding the two groups, but this calls for further, more in-depth
analysis in context.
The presence of multiple smileys in collocations, as well as the phrase ‘ha ha’ denoting laughter
also suggest a tendency to ridicule this target group.
Though references to lesbian and, to a lesser extent, transsexual persons also appear, they are
less often than those regarding gay persons. Derogatory names are used, but the most common
is the use of the word ‘homosexual’.
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Different political or sports personalities are also connected with the topic, but for different
reasons: Klaus Iohannis, Remus Cernea, Gigi Becali. This also remains to be analysed more
in-depth.
The prejudiced attitude towards the LGBT community is also shown by the fact that the label
of ‘gay’ is used in comments as a slur, in order to insult different targets. The football team that
appears to be the most frequent target of such insults is Dinamo: ‘dinamogay’, ‘popodinamo’,
‘dinahomalau’.

Fig. 11. WordCloud – most frequent words in the subset with comments regarding LGBT

Vocabulary associated with Hungarians and the Hungarian minority:
The discourse regarding Hungarians is framed in identity terms. The most frequent associations
are with the word ‘roman/romani/romania/romana’, suggesting national identity framing.
However, in order to discern how exactly the discourse is framed (i.e. opposition between
identities or congruity), a contextualized analysis is further needed. Other terms in the same
area are: ‘tara’ (the country), ‘etnie’ (ethnicity), ‘secui’ (Székely), ‘ungaria’ (Hungary), ‘popor’
(nation), ‘stat’ (state). The political substrate is given by terms such as ‘autonomie’
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(autonomy), ‘federalizare’ (federalization), ‘regionalizare’ (regionalization), ‘transilvania’
(Transilvania), as well as names of Romanian and Hungarian politicians - László Tőkés, Zsolt
Szilágyi, and references to the 2014 presidential elections: ‘presedintia’, ‘prezidentiale’
(presidency, presidential), ‘turul’ (ballot), klaus, iohannis (Klaus Iohannis, the elected
president), ‘candidatul’ (candidate).

Fig. 12. WordCloud – most frequent words in the subset with comments regarding Hungarians
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Final considerations
The analyses conducted at this stage on the Romanian online comments have been mostly
exploratory and descriptive, with the aim to get a sense of what is in the comments so as to be
better able to plan the future research in the next stages of the project. However, we have
managed to obtain relevant information even from the limited data, which have helped us partly
respond to the research questions.
So far the analysis of the comments shows that there is a significant amount of incivility and
intolerance in the online comments section of newspapers. The most frequent discursive
manifestation of ADID is disrespectful language, mostly name-calling and insults, but also
vulgarity. However, comments also abound in stereotypes and prejudice. The most often direct
targets of these behaviours are the Roma minority, members of the LGBT community, ethnic
minorities (especially Hungarians) and women. But there are also other groups who, despite
the fact that they are, in most cases, not direct targets of uncivil and intolerant talk, they are
indirect ones. This implies that certain groups/minorities are referred to with the intent to insult
other individuals or groups (the case of slurs). The most often latent targets of this discursive
behaviour are people with health or mental disabilities, followed by the Roma population, the
poor or lower classes and the regional other. Insults based on resemblance to one of these
groups represent a manifestation of the latent, often unconscious prejudice that exists in the
society regarding certain minorities, and which has unawarely become embedded in the
common, day to day talk and accepted as something normal.
The automatic text analysis has helped us identify the common vocabulary associated with
these different groups and the main discursive narratives, which confirm the existence of an
alarming level of prejudice, ranging from stereotypes and disrespectful language to more
hostile attitudes, including racism, homophobia, and even hints towards extreme forms of
violence such as extermination and death wishes. From the range and intensity of the
vocabulary used, it would seem that the most hostility in 2014 was targeted at the Roma
minority, followed by LGBT persons, toward whom, however, ridicule is more common.
So far the analyses conducted raise concerns about the extremely low quality of the online
debate, together with the high levels of intolerance and incivility, and confirm the need for a
rigorous moderation procedure. In the future phases of the research project, we aim to focus on
what predicts ‘nasty’ behaviour, what impact moderation has had on the amount of incivility
in the comments, as well as on users’ commenting behaviour, and try to find ways to improve
and make the moderation process easier.
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